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O. Introduction. 

We consider the first parameter group manifold α(+) and the second parameter 

group manifold ~(-)， given (+ )-connectio:1 Lß"t and (- )-connecti::m L 값 by N. 

Horiz respectively[2J. The purpose of this p:1per is to study on some propzrties of 

the correspondence of the fundamental frames in the sense of the opero.tion, so 
calle::l it the extended exterior differentiation by H. Flanders [1J. 

Let us take the followings as the equations of the combinations in the continuous 

transformation group of dimension r: 

a~ 二φ。 (a l ， a2) ， (α=1， ------, 7). 

Then we may consider the epuations 
aaq . aa4 - --
d 움=A~(aa)Aß(a2). 
ι2 

경F= A$(a3) Aa(al) 

as the fundamental equations of the parameter groups 0/(+) and Çf(-) respe:tively, 

where determinant A~ 1 is not zero and 11 A~ 11 is the inverise matrx of 1 A~ 11 , 

and A ’s are similar to A ’s. 

Let the fundamental frames Aα， Aα (α= 1， ...... , r) is Çf(+) and Çf(-) are defined 

by the pairs (A~ ， ...... , 파) and (강， ...... , 짜) in the same local coordinate 

neighborhood U respectively, then we may consider the dμal bases Da and 고α 

( α == 1, ...... , r) and define the extended exterior differentiatian as H. Flanders 

[lJ , [3J. 

Using the matrix notations, we shall set 

A=(션 I ì ’ D== (D' , ....... Dr ). 

Ar 

Denoting the fundameηtal disþlacement , the connection form , the torsion 
f orm and the cuγvature form by dP , .0, T and 8 on Çf(+) respectively, then 
we may refer to be define::l by the following equation3 [3]: 

(0. 1) dP== DA , 

(0. 2) 

(0. 3) 

dA== .oA, .0== 1 때 1 i • 
d2P==d(dP)==TA, T==dD-D.o, 

(z얘 are 1-forms), 

(T are 2-forms). 
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(0. -1) dT=Dθ-TD.. 8==dD. -[F (8 are 2-fòrms). 

And on ~(->. they are defined by the same manner. 
Now, we can awake that the both curvature forms on ~(+) and ~(-) vanish, 

since the curvature tensor fields L'ßyö ani I없ö vanish, and hence. on ~(+) and 

~(-). 8 and 늄 are zero matrices, and thus, (0. 4) are reduced to (0. 5) 

(0. 5) dT= -TD. dD=D2. 

1. The lincJ.r correspondences of the fudamental frames betwecn Ç!(+) and 
~(-) 

Let A and A be two fundam~nt:ll frames of ~(+) αnd ~(-) defin영 in the same 

lo::al coordinate neiJhborhood U, and we suppose that there exists a linear 
correspondence 

(1. 1) A=sA 

between the paramet~r group manifolds 9'(+) and ~(-). wher~ s is a n:msingular 

matrix everywhere on U, whose elements are 짧 (α， ß = 1, ...... , r). Then th e 

bases D and U of th~ given fram3s are related by 

(1. 2) D= DS-1 , 

being a con3~queil::e of dP=DA= D rJ.. 

forms T and T are also related by 

And fro:n d 2P= TA=l ‘.d, the torsion 

(1. 3) ;~ T=Ts-1. 

lf we differentiate (1. 1) , we have 

dA= .fl A=dsA+sDA, 

and hence 
(1. 4) Ds=ds+sD or D=dss-1 +SDS-1. 

Writting thi3 by the element form, it is 

(1. 5) u쟁=dsgl쟁 +sgzuS lsa 

where IS ’s are defined by 

Is'ß =(colactor 01 s~ tn s)/lsI. 

an:i couseq’:.rentIy, 

(1. 6) s~ ’챔 = 햄， 

On acco빠 of ψg=L$rDr aIljIay=L% on %(+) and 9'(-)[2] , using of (1. 2) 
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and contracting s~ with respect to ß, we get 

òaY -ισr'S‘ Sß-LßrS~. 

Differentiating (1. 6) by aY and using of (1. 7) , we have 

(1. 7) 

(1. 8) 
òlSα ~ ~ ‘ - -

a킨 =-L뻐ls; st+L감s&. 

If we differentiate (1. 7) and (1, 8) by 감， interchange 'Y and ò, and subtract 

each other, since the curvature tensor of r;:<+) vanishcs, we obtain thc followings 

as the conditions of the complete integrabi1ity of (1. 7) and (1. 8) respectively: 

(1. 9) σ
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+LfT) L~[y Is~l \ sß +2L~[yLσlR|8]S1=0(*)， 

(1. 10) 
òL~ß 
경i[7 !s잉 + (LIß + L~ßl s~)Lt[yl s~l 

-L싫 Lhμ] ’sg ls씬ls?+2LLL|Fla] ’se =o. 

Thus, we may assert that, for the linear correspondence from 0/에 to r;:<-) and 

its inverse to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that (1. 0) and (1. 10) hold 

respectively. 

On the other hand , it is well known that the existence of the linear corres
pandence (1. 1) fro :n r;:<+) to r;:<-) is equivalent to thc onc of the solutions of 
the (1. 4) , and consequently, it must hold d 2s=0. If we differentiate, (1. 4) , 
we have 

(1. 11) -d 2s=dfls-flds-dsfl-sdD. 

In consequence of Lßyo = 0, it is shown by matrix form that 

- -
(1. 12) dfl=fl2, 

and hence, (1. 11) is reduccd to 

d2s=fl2s-fl (fls-sD)-(Ds sD)D SD2=0. 

Thus, it obtains that there exist the soIutions of (1. 4) always, and con

sequently, (1. 9) holds identically. 

Next, since I sl ~O， we have A=S-IA from (1. 1) , and differentiating it, we have 

‘.) K [aßJ denotes K aß - K ßa. 
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.oA=ds-'sA+s-' .osA 
or 

(1. 13) ds- ' = .os- ’-s-' .o. 
And clifferentinting (1. 13) too, we have fro :n (1. 12) and (1. 3) d 2s- 1 =0. 

and hence, there exist the solutions oÍ (1. 13) , ani consequently, we obtain 
that (1. 10) holds identically. Fro:n the ab:we result. we ob~ain the folbwing: 

THEOREM 1 There exists always the liJlC 2r corresþondence between the 

/1'αmes A and .,1 from Çit(+) to Çit(-) aηd its inverse, (1. 9) and (1. 10) are 
satisfied identically. 

If we differentiate (1. 3) , using of (1. 3), then we have 

(1. 14) dT= - T.o 
and 

(1. 15) d 2T=0 
And from (1. 12) , we have 

(1. 16) d .o2k=0, d .o2k+ ' =.o2k• 2, (k르0). 

Fro:n (1. 12) , (1. 14) , (1. 15) , (1. 16) an :l the results of the prevJOus 

pap8r [3J , we have the following: 

THEOREM 2. For. the !in!!2}’ corresþondence between the frames A alld 

A from Çit(+) to α(-) ， the identities (1. 12) , (1. 14) , (1. 15) and (1. 16) are 

þreserved. 

2. Thc liner.r corrc!<po;tde l1e.c of the fand"mental frames on α(0). 

We are well known that thc parameter group manifold Çit (O) is clefined by the 

connection [2J 

(2. 1) wpα = r ag? D7 

where 

r하=웅 (Lß'Y+ L휩)， τ&= L잃 
Then , on 0/ (0), it mav assert that 

(2. 2) rß'Y= r~ß' 

and thc framcs on Ç!I (O) arc A or ‘ A. In this scction. wc shaIl investig-:1. te the 

lineaI‘ corresprmdence between two frames. 
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Let us suppose that theír frames A and A are therelated by (1. 1) , and 

then. their dual bases D and D are (1. 2). From (1. 1) , we have (1. 1). Since 

짧 = rß'Y IS~ DT from (2. 1) and (2. 2) , writting (1. 4) by element form, we 

have 

and thus, 

(2. 3) 

d챙 = JEgsg - s$%a 

ÒSα ‘ π~ --~… rF= 「arsa !s• -r화sa
oa' 

Differentiating (1. 6) by a'Y. we obtain 

(2. 4) 
ÒIS~ π(f T I a 
τ :;=- 1ßτ S'Y ’S(T 

oa' 
+r하|sE. 

lf w(:' differentiate (2. 3) and (2. 4) by aa interchange 7 and å, and subtract 

each other, we obtain the followings as the conditions of the complete integrability 

oi (2. 3) and (2. 4) respectively: 

ò r c:.. 、
(2. 5) { 넓주+ 많다꾀sS]S$+ I낌[σrg]Asa |sg 냥 

+ r~TI밍[7sa]sg ,sf -2 다('Y r~)λsg + 「￡asg =o. 

(2. 6) 
òrσ 
òa쁨sS] + 「gr 다μlsf7S$] + 다[A rg]rs? s갑|S$ 

-2 다['Y r~]J. ，해 - rF76 lsE =o. 
Thus we may assert that, for the linear correspondence from 0/(+) and 0/이 

and its inverse to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that (2. 5) and (2. 6) 

hold respe:tively. 

On the other hand, if we differentiate (1. 4) , we have by using of (0. 4) 

and (1. 4) , (1. 13) , since they are satisfied on 0/ (0) , 

dD=D2+SθS‘ 1 +d2ss-l. 

1n consequence of 8=s8s- ' [1] , this is reduced to 

dD=D2+융+d2ss- 1 • 
、

Then , we obtain that d 2s=0 is equivalent to 

(2, 7) dD=fV+8. 

Differentiating SS-I = E repeatively twice, E óeing identity matrix. then we have 
d 2ss- 1 +sd2s- 1 =0。
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and consequently, that d 2s=0 is eqllivalent to d 2s- 1 =0. - Henηe we have the 

followings 

THOEREM 3. There exz'sts the lz'near corresþondence belzνeen t he frames 

A and A on ~(O) and z'ts ùzverse, z'j, and ol1ly μ， the curvature form (2.7) 

z's þreserved. Therefore (2. 5) and (2. G) are equ z'valent to (2.7). 

Next, since T=O in α(0)， we have 

(2, 8) dD=D.o. 
F í"Om this, we obtain the folbwings: 

d2"'D=(- l)nI D8m, 

(2, 6) (m르1) 

d2m十lD=(-l)mDθ"'.0.

In fact, for m=l, it is satisfied by differentiation of (2, 8) to use of (0, 4) , 
for the general case it can be shown by inductio:l 0 :1 113ing of the Bianchi identities 

[3]. And we may compute 

and generally, 

(2.10) 

d8=d(s8s- 1 )=.os8s- l -s8s- I .o 
-----=.o e -8 .0, 

d딩’n = n 깅111 - 딩m 간. (m르1). 

Differentiating (1. 2) , we have 

dD= dDs-l- D( .os- I -S-I .o) =Df1, 

and using of (2. 10) , then we have that (2. 9) is preserve ::l by (1. 1). Hence 

we obtain the following: 

THEOREM 4. For the linear corresþondence betweeη the frames Aand A 
on ~(O) ， the Bùmchz' zaentitz'강 (2.10) , (2. 7) , (2. 8) and (2. 9) are 
þreserved. 

• 
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